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S1

Corrections used in calculating INP number concentrations with the MOUDI-DFT
As the DFT analyses only a small fraction of the entire sample, the number of INPs

identified through droplet freezing must be extrapolated to the entire sample. Within a MOUDI
sample, the deposit is not uniform and the particle concentration varies with position, and this
must be taken into account in the extrapolation. Used in Equations (1) and (2) of the main text,
respectively, fnu,0.25–0.10mm accounts for deposit non-uniformity within the microscope viewing
area of the droplet freezing technique and fnu,1mm accounts for deposit non-uniformity across the
entire sample. Values are reported in Table S1.
The DFT relies on a relatively small number of nucleation events (34.8 on average).
Koop et al. (1997) calculate a statistical uncertainty at a fixed confidence level associated with a
given number of number of observed nucleation events. The values of fne, defined as ωttot/nnuc in
Koop et al. (1997) where ω is the nucleation rate, ttot is the observation time, and nnuc is the
number of nucleation events, were calculated using equations 10a and 10b of Koop et al. (1997).
While Koop et al. (1997) used a confidence level of 99.9 % (values in Table 2 of the Appendix
in that paper), here we use a confidence level of 95 %.
S2

Calculations of fractions of INPs larger than 1, 1.2, or 2.5 µm from previous studies

S2.1

Rucklidge (1965)
An INP size distribution was reported in Fig. 6 of Rucklidge (1965) for sampling

conducted at a site 11 miles east of West Plains, Missouri. The INP distribution was given for
sizes ranging from 0.1–3.1 µm, and from this the fraction of the total ice crystals containing INPs
larger than 1 µm was calculated. Given that the INP was assumed to be the largest particle but, in
some cases, smaller particles were also present, we report the fraction of INPs > 1 µm as an

upper limit. Rucklidge (1965) used an expansion chamber in this study, giving ice nucleation
temperatures between -12 and -25 °C.
S2.2

Vali (1966)
The size distribution of INPs found in hail melt water was reported by Vali (1966). Hail

from Alberta, Canada was melted and some of this water was passed through filters of either
0.01 or 1.2 µm pore size. Samples were then analyzed using a drop freezing method. The
concentration of INPs in the immersion mode as a function of temperature was given in Fig. 3 of
that study for three size ranges: unfiltered, 1.2 µm filtered, and 0.01 µm filtered hail melt water.
To calculate the fraction of INPs > 1.2 µm at -12.8 °C (the lowest temperature available and
therefore the closest to -15 °C), the concentration of INPs in the 1.2 µm-filtered sample was first
divided by the concentration of INPs in the unfiltered sample at this temperature. This fraction
was then subtracted from unity.
Only the sample of Vali (1966) underwent size-segregation by filtration. We note that the
suspension of particles in an aqueous system during the size-selection process may affect the
surface properties of the particle, and therefore it’s ability to nucleate ice. If suspension results in
the dissolution of soluble components or facilitates the breakup of aggregated components, this
may reduce the size of INPs. On the other hand, coagulation of particles upon suspension could
increase the INP size.
S2.3

Rosinski et al. (1986)
The size distributions of INPs active in the immersion and condensation nucleation

modes over the central and western South Pacific Ocean were determined by Rosinski et al.
(1986). Aerosol particle samples were size-selected by an Anderson cascade impactor (similar in
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principle to the MOUDI) where the stage size cuts were 8, 6, 5, 4, 1, and 0.5 µm. There were
also two after filters connected to the impactor in parallel to collect particles smaller than 0.5
µm. Samples were analyzed using either the drop freezing method (immersion mode) or a
dynamic developing chamber (condensation mode).
Immersion mode freezing data for twelve samples was reported in Tables 1–12 of
Rosinski et al. (1986) with each table corresponding to a different sampling period. As filter
measurements were not reported for all samples and it is unclear whether differences in the size
of deposits between the impactor and filter samples was accounted for during immersion
freezing measurements, here we focus on the impactor samples for the immersion freezing data.
We also assume that the freezing of a drop was caused by the presence of a single INP. The
fraction of INPs > 1 µm was calculated for each sample in 0.1 °C intervals, and these values
were then averaged over all samples. The average fraction of INPs > 1 µm is reported at -10.8
°C. Values are not reported at lower temperatures because of sample saturation.
Condensation mode freezing data was reported in Table 13 of Rosinski et al. (1986).
Samples V–VII and IX–XI were used here as these report INP concentrations for all impactor
stages, one after filter, and for particles > 1 µm. Although not reported in Table 13, the INP
concentrations on the second after filter are assumed to equal those found on the first after filter
as instructed in the text. INP concentrations missing from Table 13 were calculated by linear
interpolation where possible. The fraction of INPs > 1 µm was first determined for each sample
in 1 °C intervals, and then averaged over all samples. The average fraction of INPs > 1 µm is
reported at -5 to -6 °C as this is the lowest temperature where data is available for all particle
sizes in all samples.

S2.4

Rosinski et al. (1988)
Rosinski et al. (1988) measured the INP size distribution over the Gulf of Mexico by first

size selecting aerosol particles with an Andersen cascade impactor with after filters and then
analyzing these samples with a dynamic developing chamber. Five size cuts were used for size
selection: > 4.5, 3.1, 1.0, 0.4, and 0.1 µm. Figures 2 and 5–7 of that study presented INP
concentrations for the condensation freezing mode in twenty samples.
The fraction of INPs > 1 µm was determined in 1 °C intervals within each sample, and
then averaged over all samples. In this analysis, sample 1 from August 6, 1986 was excluded as
data was missing for particle sizes > 3.1 µm. The average fraction of INPs > 1 µm is reported
over -15 to -16 °C. Values were not calculated for lower temperatures due to sample saturation.
S2.5

Berezinski et al. (1988)
The size distribution of INPs active in the condensation nucleation mode over Eastern

Europe was determined by Berezinski et al. (1988). Aerosol particle samples were first collect by
a cascade impactor with size cuts of 100, 30, 10, 1.0, and 0.1 µm and then analyzed using a
thermal diffusion chamber and microscope. Data is presented in Table 1 of that study at freezing
temperatures of -8, -10, -12, -15, and -20 °C. Data was used directly from Table 1 to determine
the average fraction of INPs > 1 µm. To match the conditions used in this study, the average
fraction of INPs > 1 µm is reported for temperatures of -15 and -20 °C.
S2.6

Mertes et al. (2007)
Using a counterflow virtual impactor designed for the collection of atmospheric ice

particles, in this case for ice crystal sizes of 5–20 µm, Mertes et al. (2007) determined the sizes
of ice crystal residuals from mixed-phase clouds at the high alpine research station of
5

Jungfraujoch in Switzerland. Data is presented in Fig. 9 of Mertes et al. (2007) for particles sizes
between 20 nm and 5 µm, and this was used to calculate the fraction of the ice crystal residuals
that were > 1 µm in size. The temperature at time of collection was on average -17.4 °C.
S2.7

Santachiara et al. (2010)
Santachiara et al. (2010) collected size-resolved aerosol samples on filters by passing

ambient air through various sampling heads with size cut-points of either 1, 2.5, or 10 µm. The
total suspended particulate was also collected. Aerosol particle samples were then analyzed in a
dynamic developing chamber to determine the concentration of INPs active in the condensation
mode of freezing. Table 3 of that study presented the fractions of INPs < 1 and < 2.5 µm, which
were subtracted from unity here. We report the averaged values between -17 and -19 °C.
S2.8

Huffman et al. (2013)
The size distribution of INPs at a forest site in Colorado was measured by Huffman et al.

(2013) using an early iteration of the MOUDI-DFT used in this study. Figure 4 of that study
presented INP concentrations as a function of size, which we used to calculate the average
fraction of INPs > 1 µm. As was done in Huffman et al. (2013), INP values are reported
separately for samples collected during rainfall and samples collected during dry weather. We
report the average fraction of INPs > 1 µm at -15 to -20 °C for both sampling conditions.
S2.9

Other studies
Additional studies reporting INP sizes have not been included here are Bigg and

Hopwood (1963), because INP size was calculated based on several assumptions that were not
confirmed, and Rosinski et al. (1987), because only the onset freezing temperature was given for
each experiment.
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Table S1. Deposit diameters, total area of the sample deposit (Adeposit), and non-uniformity
correction factors, fnu,0.25–0.10mm and fnu,1mm for use in Equations (1) and (2), respectively, of the
main text. The uncertainty in fnu,1mm is given at 95 % confidence level.
MOUDI
stage

Deposit
diameter (mm)

Adeposit
(mm2)

fnu,0.25–0.10mm

fnu,1mm with
uncertainty

2*

23.25

424.6

0.1225exp(-11.29µ) + 1.065exp(-0.06412µ)**

0.74, +0.20, -0.13

0.6505exp(-7.33µ) + 1.234exp(-0.2126µ)

3.18, +0.38, -1.03

3*

26.25

541.2

0.04718exp(-14.15µ) + 1.023exp(-0.02347µ)

4

26.25

541.2

0.04252exp(-13.06µ) + 1.024exp(-0.02386µ)

1.18, +0.10, -0.15

5

26.25

541.2

0.03023exp(-14.97µ) + 1.015exp(-0.01515µ)

0.97, +0.03, -0.10

6

27.75

604.8

0.5799exp(-10.57µ) + 1.148exp(-0.1408µ)

0.75, +0.19, -0.02

7

27.25

583.2

0.1151exp(-10.66µ) + 1.072exp(-0.07029µ)

0.84, +0.07, -0.11

8

27.25

583.2

1.03exp(-12.79µ) + 1.268exp(-0.2422µ)

1.01, +0.03, -0.12

0.72, +0.08, -0.08
0.65, +0.03, -0.07

*Slight modifications to particle collection in MOUDI stages 2 and 3 were made between sampling at different
locations, giving different values for fnu,0.25–0.10mm and fnu,1mm.
**µ = Nu(T)/No, where Nu(T) is the number of unfrozen droplets at temperature T in the freezing experiment and No
is the total number of droplets in the freezing experiment.

Table S2. The correction factor fne, which is a statistical uncertainty, derived for a given number
of detected nucleation events with fewer nucleation events leading to a greater statistical
uncertainty. Values were calculated at a confidence level of 0.95 based on the work of Koop et
al. (1997).
Number of droplet freezing events

fne lower limit

fne upper limit

1

0.051

4.744

2

0.178

3.148

3

0.273

2.585

4

0.342

2.288

5

0.394

2.103

6

0.436

1.974

7

0.469

1.878

8

0.498

1.804

9

0.522

1.745

10

0.543

1.696

11

0.561

1.655

12

0.577

1.620

13

0.592

1.590

14

0.605

1.563

15

0.616

1.540

16

0.627

1.519

17

0.637

1.500

18

0.646

1.483

19

0.655

1.467

20

0.663

1.453

25

0.695

1.397

30

0.720

1.356

35

0.739

1.326

40

0.755

1.302

45

0.768

1.282

50

0.779

1.266

55

0.789

1.252

60

0.798

1.240

65

0.805

1.229

70

0.812

1.220

75

0.818

1.212

80

0.823

1.204
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Figure S1. INP number concentrations as a function of temperature at each field site, averaged
over all available samples. Uncertainty (shaded region) is given as the standard error of the
mean. There is no uncertainty for the Labrador Sea sample as only a single sample was available.

Figure S2. Mean INP size distributions at Alert, NU, Canada at (a) -15 °C, (b) -20 °C, and (c) 25 °C. Here we report the fraction of INPs in each MOUDI size bin as the mean of all samples
with uncertainty as the standard error of the mean.
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Figure S3. Mean INP size distributions at Whistler Mountain, BC, Canada at (a) -15 °C, (b) -20
°C, and (c) -25 °C. Here we report the fraction of INPs in each MOUDI size bin as the mean of
all samples with uncertainty as the standard error of the mean. Number concentrations below
0.18 µm were not measured but plot axes are consistent with the other figures for easier
comparison of the size distributions.

Figure S4. Mean INP size distributions at Amphitrite Point, BC, Canada at (a) -15 °C, (b) -20
°C, and (c) -25 °C. Here we report the fraction of INPs in each MOUDI size bin as the mean of
all samples with uncertainty as the standard error of the mean. Number concentrations below
0.18 µm were not measured but plot axes are consistent with the other figures for easier
comparison of the size distributions.
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Figure S5. Mean INP size distributions at the Labrador Sea at (a) -15 °C, (b) -20 °C, and (c) -25
°C. Here we report the fraction of INPs in each MOUDI size bin as the mean of all samples with
uncertainty as the standard error of the mean. As only one sample was collected at this location,
no experimental uncertainty is reported.

Figure S6. Mean INP size distributions at Saclay, France at (a) -15 °C, (b) -20 °C, and (c) -25
°C. Here we report the fraction of INPs in each MOUDI size bin as the mean of all samples with
uncertainty as the standard error of the mean.
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Figure S7. Mean INP size distributions at the UBC campus in BC, Canada at (a) -15 °C, (b) -20
°C, and (c) -25 °C. Here we report the fraction of INPs in each MOUDI size bin as the mean of
all samples with uncertainty as the standard error of the mean.

Figure S8. Mean INP size distributions at Colby, Kansas, USA at (a) -15 °C, (b) -20 °C, and (c)
-25 °C. Here we report the fraction of INPs in each MOUDI size bin as the mean of all samples
with uncertainty as the standard error of the mean.
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